FEATURES

The Cultipackers in Action

The wider Model TP3272 when used as a pull type
The Model TP2148 works great behind a standard ATV. The
picture above shows the TP2148 with both the Wheel Kit and cultipacker can easily be pulled with a standard ATV and it
also fits well behind utility vehicles (UTVs).
3-Point Kit installed.

The Models TP2148 and TP3272 can have the Wheel Kit
option added. This allows the TP Cultipackers to be flipped
over for easy transport behind ATVs and UTVs.

The TP Cultipackers will also leave dimples in the ground.
These dimples will retain moisture and provide an excellent
environment for rapid, dependable germination.

The Models TP2148 and TP3272 can be mounted to the back The Model TP3272 is 72 inches wide and matches up well
of a tractor with the optional 3-Point Kit.
with most any compact tractor. The 3-point mount is
designed for a Cat. 1 system.

The Model TP Cultipackers feature the following:
1. Packer Wheels - The 48 inch wide Model TP2148 uses 21 individual agricultural quality
packer wheels made out of cast iron. The 72 inch wide Model TP3272 uses 32 packer wheels.
These packer wheels are 9-1/2 inches in diameter and have crushing knobs for pulverizing
clods and creating moisture retaining dimples.

Cast iron packer wheel.

2. Packer Wheel Shaft - The Model TP Cultipackers are built with a solid 1-3/4 inch steel
packer wheel shaft which provides long lasting wear resistance.

Solid steel shaft.

3. Bearings - The Model TP Cultipackers have a large greasable agricultural quality bearing
on each end of the packer wheel shaft. These heavy duty bearings should insure many
trouble free hours of use.

Greasable bearings.

4. Quick Attach Pin - The Model TP Cultipackers have an easy to use quick attach pin when
used as a pull style cultipacker.

Easy to use pin.

5. Optional Wheel Kit - Flip Over Feature - The optional Wheel Kit equips the Model TP
Cultipackers with two pneumatic tires for transport. Simply flip the cultipacker over on the tires
for transport. A very important component on this design is that the tires are positioned close
to the center of gravity for user friendly flip-overs. If you have ever had the experience of
muscling around a cultipacker with poor wheel placement or a cultipacker without wheels you
will surely appreciate this feature.

On tires.

6. Optional 3-Point Kit - Tractor Mounting - The optional 3-Point Kit equips the Model TP
Cultipackers with the pins and brackets needed to mount to a category 1 tractor 3-point hitch.
In a matter of minutes the Model TP Cultipacker can be transformed from a pull style unit to a
3-point tractor mounted unit. This works great for the customer that wants to use an ATV/UTV
and tractor.

3-Point Kit.

